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PREFACE

Civic Exchange has taken note that in recent years civil society has become
much more interested in town planning. Many groups have put forward alternative plans
to those of the Government and developers. These groups are using the town planning
process more and more. Community ideas often show very different choices to those of
the Government and developers, and many civil society plans are well thought out.
The HKSAR Government recognises that Hong Kong’s town planning system needed
to be updated to allow for more public participation, the Town Planning Ordinance was
revised and new arrangements came into effect in June 2005. However, Hong Kong’s
town planning procedures remain complex and not easy for the public to understand.
We hope this citizens’ handbook will help members of the public and non-governmental
organisations in Hong Kong to understand the town planning process better and to take
part in it more effectively.
Civic Exchange is pleased to have an opportunity to work with Ian Brownlee, one of
Hong Kong’s most experienced planners, and Kira Brownlee, of Masterplan Limited to
produce a handbook for members of the general public on Hong Kong’s town planning
process.
The handbook is funded by Peter and Nancy Thompson, and the National Democratic
Institute for International Affairs (US). We are grateful to Masterplan Limited for writing
the handbook, Yan-yan Yip for managing the project, Bill Leverett for editing, Ken Li for
designing and laying out the handbook, and the individuals who have given feedback to
the initial drafts of the handbook.

Christine Loh
Chief Executive Officer
August 2006
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User’s Guide to the Town Planning Process:
Planning is for the Community Good
Town planning is about how Hong Kong works as an integrated city and rural entity. The
town planning process defines what the community sees as appropriate uses of land
and provides ways to ensure it is used in the proper way. Since June 2005, the role of
the public has become more important. More opportunities now exist for the public to be
active and effective participants in defining Hong Kong’s future development. Hong Kong
people have increasingly shown an interest in being part of this planning process.
This User’s Guide is designed to help you participate in the planning of Hong Kong.
It explains the new process introduced on 10 June 2005 when the Town Planning
(Amendment) Ordinance came into effect. It includes examples of how the process
works and where you can be involved. While you may not want to initiate things yourself,
there are many opportunities where you can comment on what the government or others
are proposing. You can help define the areas you live and work in.
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1.

Introduction to the Planning System

There are two planning systems operating side-by-side: the administrative planning
system and the statutory planning system.

1.1

The Administrative Planning System

The Administrative Planning System

Broad planning
aspects

This is an internal government system used to create broad plans and detailed layout
of specific areas. This is a part of the Planning Department’s regular work. Figure 1
provides an example of the kind of work done. The Planning Department is the major
administrative and executive body for land use planning and control (See also 1.5).

Sub-regional Development Strategies
(e.g. Metroplan, Lantau Concept Plan)

District

More detailed planning
aspects

Territorial Development Strategy and
the “Hong Kong 2030 Study”

Figure 1: A diagram showing the different levels of planning that are included
within the Administrative Planning System

Internal Government Departmental Committees are used to guide both studies and plan
preparation. An important aspect of this process is public consultation, which often takes
place through the 18 District Councils.
In other words, District Councillors are usually the first to know about planning ideas
and they have the role to give early feedback to the government’s internal planning
system. District Council meetings are open to the public so you can go and listen to
the presentation of these plans. You can get to know your District Councillors through
their district offices. If you are interested in knowing about the timing and agenda of
when plans are going to be presented at the District Council meetings, you can ask your
District Councillors to inform you so you can attend the relevant meetings.
6

Furthermore, as a part of the government’s consultation, there may be consultation
forums for you to attend and make verbal or written submissions. Recent examples
include the consultation forums on the future development of Kai Tak, and the Wan
Chai waterfront.
It is important for you to use these consultative opportunities to give feedback to both
the District Councils and the administrative planning process. Public feedback helps
the government to make adjustments before producing detail plans that becomes a
part of the statutory planning system. Your views do matter. The government accepts
the planning process must include extensive public consultation. The new statutory
planning processes reflect this attitude. The public can influence and change planning
proposals — but change does take persistence, possibly over a number of years. Most
planning proposals affect different stakeholders, and if you do not make your views
known, those of others may be taken to represent ‘public opinion’. The public forums
on Kai Tak, for example, have shown that there is a wide and diverse range of public
opinion that wants to keep the original shape of the airport runway. That is now an
integrated feature of the planning proposals.

1.2

The Statutory System

The statutory planning system framework is derived from the Town Planning Ordinance
(TPO). The TPO provides the legal basis for public participation in the plan preparation
process and in the consideration of planning applications for approval of land uses. The
statutory system is the main focus of this User’s Guide.
The statutory system is mainly concerned with two different types of plans — Outline
Zoning Plans (OZPs) and Development Permission Area Plans (DPA Plans). These
are both prepared by the Planning Department for the Town Planning Board (TPB) to
consider (for detail See section 2).
The Chief Executive is required under the TPO to appoint a TPB. The TPB makes the
decisions on what is to go into an OZP or DPA Plan and whether or not to approve
development applications.
The TPO is available at: http://www.legislation.gov.hk/blis_ind.nsf/CurEngOrd?OpenVie
w&Start=131&Count=30&Expand=131.1

1.3

What is the Town Planning Board?

The TPB is a statutory body performing specific functions through delegated authority
under the TPO from the Chief Executive-in-Council. The TPB prepares plans for specific
areas, creates the layouts for them, as well as decides on land uses and building types.
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The legal duty of the TPB and each of its members is to perform its role in a way that
will be the most beneficial for the "health, safety, convenience and general welfare of
the community". For example, the TPB must ensure that there is sufficient open space
for public parks, and that there are enough sites for schools and community facilities. It
also ensures that environmentally incompatible uses are not located next to each other,
such as residential developments next to industrial areas. The TPB has two Planning
Committees. Members can serve on one of them. The committees prepare statutory
plans and consider planning applications for two geographical areas:
•

The Metro Planning Committee covers Hong Kong Island, Kowloon
and Tsuen Wan.

•

The Rural and New Town Planning Committee covers the New
Territories.

The TPB can also appoint other committees from among its members to hear
representations on specific subjects, such as the Representation Hearing Committee.

Town Planning Board

Metro Planning Committee

Rural and New Town
Planning Committee

Representation Hearing
Committee

Figure 2: A table showing how the Town Planning Board relates to the various committees

1.4

Who are the Town Planning Board Members?

The TPB is made up of members consisting of:
•

the Chairman;

•

the Vice-chairman;

•

five other official members (i.e. government officials); and

•

33 non-official members.

All members of the TPB are appointed by the Chief Executive and the appointment is
for two year periods up to a maximum of usually six years. The non-official members
represent a wide range of professions, expertise and community interests. The
Chairman is traditionally a high ranking civil servant, while the Vice-chairman is usually
a non-official member.
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1.5

The Role of Government Departments

The Planning Department is the executive arm of the TPB, and is headed by the
Director of Planning. The Planning Department is responsible for creating, monitoring
and reviewing town plans, planning policies and associated programmes for the
physical development of Hong Kong. It deals with all types of planning at the territorial,
sub-regional and district levels.
The Planning Department provides technical services to the TPB as well as provides
its Secretariat. It also carries out enforcement action if someone carries out an illegal
land use, such as open storage on agricultural land. The Secretary of the TPB is a
Deputy Director of the Planning Department. Other government departments provide
technical advice to the TPB on matters such as transport, environment, engineering
and land administration.
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2.
2.1

The Plan Making Process
What are "Plans"?

The TPB publishes two types of statutory plans under the TPO:
•

Outline Zoning Plans (OZPs), and

•

Development Permission Area Plans (DPA Plans).

Both types of plans show what is intended to be planned in a district. DPA Plans were
created after the enactment of the Town Planning (Amendment) Ordinance 1991 as a
temporary measure for certain areas until OZPs for those areas are published. The TPB
will also consider Development Scheme Plans prepared by the Urban Renewal Authority
(URA) under the Urban Renewal Authority Ordinance.

Statutory Plans

Outline Zoning Plans

Development
Permission Area Plans

Land Development
Corporation / Urban
Renewal Authority
Development Scheme Plans

Figure 3: A table showing the different types of statutory plans

In each OZP and DPA Plan, areas are zoned for various uses — Residential, Commercial,
Industrial, Green Belt, Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) etc. In each zone, some
land uses are always permitted while for some others approval from the TPB is required.
However, many areas in the DPA Plans are zoned as "Unspecified Use" areas and all
proposed developments in this zone must make an application to the TPB for approval.
There are special zones such as the "Comprehensive Development Area" (CDA) zone.
CDA zones are usually introduced by the TPB where it wants to encourage an overview
of the design and development of an area. Nothing can be permitted within this zone
without the TPB approving it. Often these areas involve the amalgamation of land owned
by many people to get a better development scheme, usually including public open
space and community facilities. This zone also applies to big sites like the IFC in Central
where the TPB wants to control the form of the development. A Section 16 application is
required for these sites and a Master Layout Plan approved by the TPB and this plan can
be inspected by the public so that they can understand what is to be built on the site.
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If you want to know what is going on in your area, you can view the plans either at
the Planning Enquiry Counters of the Planning Department (http://www.pland.gov.hk/
contact_us/index_e.html), or on the Statutory Planning Portal website (http://
www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/).
An OZP consists of:
•

The Plan:
This shows the proposed land uses and major road systems of the area.

Figure 4: OZP showing Wan Chai North

•

The Covering Notes:
This sets out some of the legal terms and general provisions that
apply to the whole of the OZP.
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•

A table which sets out for each land use zone:
•

The "Column 1" uses or developments which are always permitted.

•

The "Column 2" uses or developments which require permission from
the TPB by application.

•

Below the table is the "Remarks" section which outlines any
additional restrictions on uses or developments for that particular
land use zone. These include things like the maximum building
height permitted, the maximum amount of floor space permitted and
possibly special things which must be included in developments. The
planning intentions and objectives of the different land use zonings
on the plan are also stated which explain what usage the TPB
envisions for the zone.

Figure 5: A table showing land uses (Columns 1 and 2) and remarks showing restrictions on land
uses or developments
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DPA Plans:
These have been prepared mainly for the non-urban areas. These are a short term
planning control used during the development of OZPs for the areas, and are normally
only effective for three years from the date of first publication. DPA Plans indicate
land use zones and are accompanied by a set of Notes specifying the uses that are
always permitted and those that require the permission of the TPB, and an Explanatory
Statement setting out the background, the planning principles and intentions of the TPB
for the various land use designations.
The TPB needs to prepare an OZP to replace a DPA Plan before its expiry. The DPA
Plan includes special provisions for land use control and enforcement which can be
used by the Planning Department to prosecute anyone who does not use their land in
accordance with the zoning. After the DPA Plan is replaced by the OZP, the power to
take enforcement action can then be done under the OZP. Often this action is taken
after public complaints have been received.
Urban Renewal Authority Development Scheme Plans:
Urban Renewal Authority Development Scheme Plans are special plans relating to the
re-development of old areas. These plans are considered by the TPB under the URA
Ordinance, and if found suitable are published under the TPO for public comment. Each
Development Scheme Plan includes a Land Use Diagram and a set of Notes. A Land
Use Diagram indicates broadly the types of planned uses and form of development; the
Notes set out the permitted uses and the requirements for submitting a Master Layout
Plan to the TPB.

2.2

What can a Plan be used for?

A plan can be used to indicate to the general public what can and cannot be done
on land within the area covered by the plan. This gives some certainty to landowners
and residents as to what will happen in their neighbourhood. It also provides sites for
community facilities and for open space. In some areas it allows for areas of heritage or
environmental importance to be protected for conservation purposes.
The plan provides the basis for the Government to enter into negotiations for land
development for existing land owners, or for the sale of new sites of government land.

2.3

How you can take part in the Making of a Plan?

The process for preparing a plan is designed to give the public opportunities to become
actively involved, and to give the TPB a chance to consider people’s comments on
the plan and their reactions to other people’s comments. The public can present their
views to the TPB at a hearing. This is an important part of the planning process for you
to express your views. It gives the TPB opportunities to hear views from government
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departments and the public both supporting and in opposition, and therefore provides a
basis for balancing the needs of society. There are few other opportunities in Hong Kong
where this form of public discussion and debate take place within a legal framework.
As shown in Figure 6 on the right:
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•

The Planning Department on behalf of the TPB creates a Draft Plan. Once
the TPB accepts the plan, the Draft Plan is then published in the Government
Gazette and by notices in newspapers as a way to inform the public. The Draft
Plan is then available for the public to make representations to the TPB for
a two-month ‘plan exhibition period’. The whole process outlined below must
be completed within nine months of the publishing of the Draft Plan. This is to
make sure that public input into the process is completed relatively quickly, so
there are time limits to be met.

•

All representations received will then be made available to the public during
the ‘public inspection period’. During the three-week public inspection period,
anyone can make a comment to the TPB on the representations.

•

Then there will be the first hearing. This will be held by the TPB (or its
Representation Hearing Committee) to consider the representations and
comments received. Anyone who submitted representations or comments can
go to the hearing and make a presentation to the TPB.

•

After the first hearing, the TPB will decide whether to propose amendments to
the Draft Plan to meet the representations and comments.

•

If the TPB proposes any amendments, they will be made available for the public
for three weeks and further representations can be made to the TPB.

•

If there are opposing further representations to the proposed amendments,
then a further hearing will be conducted. People who made representations,
comments, or further representations may all be heard by the TPB. After
the hearing, the TPB will decide whether to make further amendments to the
Draft Plan.

•

If there is no opposing further representations, the TPB will hold a meeting to
consider any supportive further representations and to amend the Draft Plan by
the proposed amendments. Only the TPB will be present at this meeting.

•

After this process, the Draft Plan incorporating the amendments, along with
the representations, comments, and further representations, will be submitted
to the Chief Executive-in-Council for approval. All of these documents remain
available to the public until the Chief Executive-in-Council has made a decision
on the Draft Plan. Once the Chief Executive-in-Council approves the plan,
a public notice is issued in the gazette and newspapers to inform the public
that the process has now finished and the plan is now an Approved Plan.

Publication of a draft plan for 2 months for representations

Publication of representations for 3 weeks for comments

Hearing of representations and comments; the TPB may
propose amendments to meet the representations

Publication of proposed amendments for 3 weeks for further
representations by any person, other than those who have submitted
representations and comments; the further representation shall indicate
whether it is in support of or in opposition to the proposed amendments
if no
amendment
proposed

if adverse
further
representation
received

Hearing of further
representations;
the TPB to decide
whether to amend
the draft plan by
the proposed
amendments or
by the proposed
amendments as
further varied as it
considers appropriate

if no adverse
further
representation
received

No hearing of further
representations;
the TPB to consider
the supportive
representations and
to amend the draft
plan by the proposed
amendments

if no further
representation
received

9 months
(Chief
Executive
may allow
a further
period of
up to 6
months)

The TPB to amend
the draft plan by
the proposed
amendments

The amendments made by the TPB shall form part of the draft plan

Submission of the draft plan together with a schedule of the amendments
made by the TPB (if any) and a schedule of the representations, comments
and further representations (if any) to the CE in C for approval
Figure 6: A chart showing the plan making process
(Source: Secretariat of Town Planning Board. “How to Participate in Statutory Plan-making Process”. June 2005.)
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Example 1
A New Plan : Development Permission Area Plan, Sham Chung
Background
The Sham Chung area is an isolated valley on the Eastern side of the Sai Kung
Peninsula. It is surrounded by the Sai Kung West Country Park on three sides and by
the sea on the Eastern side. The valley was excluded from the Country Park as it is
primarily private land formerly used for agriculture and now abandoned. The valley was
identified by the Government as one of the 12 priority sites for ecological conservation.
It had not been subject to any statutory planning controls prior to the gazetting of the
Sham Chung DPA Plan.

Plan Making Process
The DPA Plan was gazetted on 3 February 2006 and 37 representations were received. On
11 April 2006, these were published and four comments were received. The comments were
made by some of the representors on other representors’ submissions. The representations
could be grouped into 3 main groups:
1.

Villagers: There were 27 villagers who objected to the proposed zoning. They were
concerned that the "Conservation Area", "Green Belt", "Coastal Protection Area" and
"Agricultural" zoning all deprived them of their rights to use the land properly. They
were also concerned that there was insufficient land zoned for "Village" development.

2.

Green Groups and Environmentalists: Five green groups and nine members of the
public objected to the proposed zoning as it was considered that it did not go far
enough to protect the ecology of the valley. The zoning would still promote large scale
development and destruction of the ecology and wetland. The "Village" zone would
bring pollution and the "Agricultural" zone would allow the use of pesticides. There
was a need for a 30 metre wide buffer along the stream and the extent of the "Village"
zone should be reduced. The old Catholic church and school should be retained for
heritage value.

3.

Developers: Two companies had purchased most of the private land from the villagers
and saw a need for the zoning to provide an incentive for the major landowners to
manage the land in conjunction with the conservation objectives. A Public Private
Partnership as outlined in the Conservation Policy was proposed. An alternative
zoning of "Other Specified Uses (Recreation and Tourism Related Uses)" was
proposed to permit low density resort style spa development.

(cont'd)
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Hearing
A hearing was held by the TPB on 14 July 2006 and the various opposing views
presented.
In the paper prepared by the Planning Department, it was mentioned that there was a
need to balance the requirements of the villagers and the conservation objectives. The
"Village" zone was to provide for orderly development of the villages while the "Agriculture"
zone reflected the fact that 46% of the private land was held as agricultural land under the
existing lease. This zoning would encourage the retention of the area for cultivation. The
"OU (Recreation and Tourism Related Uses)" zoning proposed by the developers was
considered not in line with the planning intention and in conflict with the villages and the
existing landscape. There was insufficient justification for a spa resort. The DPA Plan was
an interim form of planning control and would be replaced by an Outline Zoning Plan in three
years after additional study had been undertaken.

Decision
The TPB decided to retain the DPA Plan unchanged.

Comment
This was the first plan for the area. The Planning Department had carried out consultation
before presenting the plan to the TPB and had tried to reach a compromise. The green
groups had been very public with their objections to the developers’ intentions and were not
satisfied with the proposals on the plan. The TPB heard the competing views and decided
that the proposals were correct for the life of the DPA plan which is three years. The OZP
which will replace it may have different controls and land uses, and again the public will be
able to present their views to the TPB.

2.4

How it affects Private Rights and Public Concerns?

The land use zoning and restrictions on things like development density and height set
out in the Notes to the Draft Plan control the use of private land. These restrictions on
private rights are imposed for the greater benefit of the community, to ensure that sites
are not over-developed with adverse impacts on road capacity, provision of services
and community facilities. Private landowners often make representations to the TPB
on proposed controls that they believe unreasonably or unnecessarily restrict private
rights. At the same time, members of the public may have different views as to their
needs. Examples of this relate to the protection of areas of open space, protection of
harbour-front properties, as well as protection of nature conservation areas and heritage
conservation areas. The process of public notification and the opportunities for comment
or submission on applications or plan changes provide an opportunity for the TPB to
consider various points of view.
17

3.
3.1

Government Changes to a Plan
Why Change a Plan?

The Government, through the Planning Department and under the instruction of the
TPB, can propose changes to any existing plan. The planning system has a relatively
flexible process which allows the plans to be updated on a regular basis to keep abreast
of changing circumstances and changing public aspirations. Examples of this are the
development of new areas such as Kai Tak, expansion of the New Towns in the New
Territories, and the introduction of height limits.

3.2

How does Government make Changes?

Changes initiated by the Government follow a different process from those initiated by
members of the public (for public initiated changes see 4). Changes by the Government
are presented to the TPB and if accepted are gazetted as an amendment to the Draft
Plan. Once gazetted the changes carry legal effect and must be followed by the public
and by all government officers and public bodies when changing the use of land or
submitting building plans. Even though the changes carry legal effect, they are open to
public submissions through Section 6 of the TPO and can still be changed further. This
process is outlined below.

3.3

Your Chance to be Part of the Process as a Representor –
Section 6

Any person can be a Representor. This means that you are making a submission
regarding the new Draft Plan or changes to a Draft Plan. This can be done by filling
out the relevant forms: No. S6, No. S6A or No. S6D (http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/
planmaking/planmaking_e.htm) provided by the TPB. The representation must be
made within two months of the publication of the new Draft Plan or amendment to the
Draft/Approved plan.
The representation must state the plan to which the representation is being made and
can be in opposition to or in support of a provision on the new plan or a change proposed
to an existing plan.

3.4

Becoming a Commentor

Any person can be a commentor, by filling in a submission form: No. S6, No. S6A or
No. 6D, whichever is relevant. The forms can be found on the TPB’s website (http:
//www.info.gov.hk/tpb/planmaking/planmaking_e.htm). A commentor is someone who is
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commenting on a representation made by someone else regarding a certain plan. The
comments must be made within the time limit for submissions or they will not be taken
into account. The time limit for making a comment is three weeks from the publication of
the representations.
The comments must relate to planning issues and will be considered on a case by case
basis. Planning matters that the TPB can consider relate to the Draft Plan, such as
the planning intention for an area, the size of buildings permitted in a zone, possible
environmental impact, and traffic impact. This also could include ecology, heritage
features, visual impact and provision of roads. It could not consider things which do
not relate to the plan directly, such as taxation, provision of social services and welfare,
government policy issues on other matters, impact on rating, value of properties etc.

Example 2
Amendments to an Existing Outline Zoning Plan : Kowloon Tong
Background
The Kowloon Tong area in Central Kowloon had largely been developed as garden estates and
low-rise, low-density residential areas. This low-rise character had been reinforced when the
airport was located at Kai Tak as it was directly under the flight path. With the relocation of the
airport there had been increasing moves to have the height limit and density controls released.
The TPB had been making progress changes to plans to implement controls on the density of
development and building heights.

Plan Changing Process
On 24 February 2006 without prior notification, as permitted under the Ordinance, the TPB
gazetted changes proposed by the Government to further limit the height of development in
some areas to 13 storeys, 10 storeys and 8 storeys. 129 representations were received. When
these were published for comment on 6 May 2006, three comments were received.
1.

Supporting: Three representations supported the height restrictions as there was a
need to retain the low-rise, low-density character of the area. They were concerned
about the increase in potential traffic and population if the restrictions were not imposed.
They wished to maintain the tranquillity and environmental character, and considered
the restrictions to balance townscape, ventilation, greenery and environmental
considerations. They considered there was still sufficient incentive to encourage
redevelopment and that low rise development would be of a higher value.

(cont'd)
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2.

Opposing: 122 representations opposed the height restrictions. It was considered that
there had been no consideration of development rights, and the lack of limitation in
the past gave reasonable expectations of development to greater heights on these
sites. The rationale for the restrictions was suspect as the Lion Rock ridge line was
well protected, there was no need to protect a view corridor along Waterloo Road, and
different restrictions in different areas was unfair. The zoning would adversely affect
property prices, the construction industry and government revenue. There had also been
no prior public consultation. Various proposals to relax the restrictions were presented.

Hearing
The hearing was held on 14 July 2006 and the views presented.
In the paper prepared by the Planning Department, the intention to retain the unique character
of the area and to protect the ridge line were mentioned. There was a need to provide for
a gradual transition from low-rise, low-density development in Kowloon Tong to high rise in
adjacent areas. Also a stepped profile in keeping with the landforms had been adopted. The
permitted plot ratio allows for some sites to increase the amount of development within the
height limit. The Architectural Services Department agreed with the representations to allow
for a relaxation of the height limits to promote better building design.

Decision
The TPB decided that the restrictions imposed were reasonable and would achieve the
planning intention without adversely affecting development rights. No change was made to
the OZP.

3.5

Attending a Hearing

If you submit a representation, a comment, or a further comment, then you will be able to
attend a hearing. You will be given a tentative date early on and the actual date will be
confirmed seven days before the hearing. This is a short period of notice and you should
prepare what you want to say in advance. The time of the hearing will be during the day
and usually on a Friday.
The letter from the TPB will confirm the date and time of the hearing. The TPB usually
has a big agenda and sits for the whole day, and there may be delays to the actual time
that your case will start, depending on how long earlier cases take. Included with the
letter will be a description of the arrangements for the hearing and a copy of the relevant
TPB paper. The paper is an assessment by the Planning Department of the public
submissions to help the TPB in its deliberations. It also helps those attending the hearing
understand the relevant issues. All TPB papers follow a similar format and are usually
very thoroughly prepared. The paper is usually quite long and includes a summary of the
submissions relevant to the case and then the comments from government departments.
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The Planning Department then presents its views and indicates whether it supports a
proposal or not. The paper then presents a list of proposed reasons, for and against,
that the TPB could consider in reaching a decision. The paper will help you to focus your
arguments during the hearing.
The general procedures at the hearing are usually as follows:
i)

All parties are present and the Chairman of the TPB makes an opening
remark and explains the procedures of the hearing.

ii)

The representatives of the relevant government departments will give
a summary of the facts and the background of the case.

iii)

Then the Chairman will invite the other parties’ representatives to
make submissions in turn. Representors will normally be asked to give
their submissions first, followed by the commentors.

iv) Each submission may elaborate further or highlight the essential points
in support of the subject representation or comment. It is also possible
to present any counter arguments or make further clarifications in
response to points made by other parties (including government
departments and the TPB), as contained in the document(s) or
presented at the hearing.
v)

After the submissions, members of the TPB can ask questions of the
submitters or the government departments. Any questions asked must
be answered and then the other parties present will also have the
opportunity to respond to the reply.

When the TPB has finished with the questions, they will ask everyone to leave and will
then continue to discuss the case in private and make a decision.

3.6

Notification of the Town Planning Board Decision

After the TPB meeting is over on the day of the hearing, you can telephone the Secretary
of the TPB for the decision. There will also be a "Gist of Decision" published on the
TPB’s website (http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/bulletin/gist%20of%20decision(after%2010-62005)_e.htm). However, the official written notification will be made after confirmation of
the minutes, which usually takes about two weeks.
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Making a Presentation and Understanding a TPB Paper
The TPB Papers usually follow the format outlined below:
•

A summary of the background

•

A summary of the submissions received

•

Comments received from government departments and bureaux

•

Comments from the public and possibly the relevant District Council(s)

•

The Planning Assessment which brings together all the relevant points in a
summary

•

The Planning Department’s view indicating whether it supports or does not
support a proposal

•

Reasons for consideration by the TPB to either approve or reject a proposal

Most of the information relevant to the case is likely to be included in the paper, but if there is
missing information that you feel is important you can present it to the TPB at the hearing.
You may not agree with the Planning Department’s view or with the comments from the
government departments. The TPB would like to hear which arguments you do not accept
and why. Alternatively, you may wish to support a particular department’s view, or the
Planning Department’s view, and the TPB needs to know this as well. Sometimes different
departments have opposing views and public opinion may tip the balance. Some departments
may have no comment, and a ‘no comment’ is almost as good as a supporting view.
It is also useful to look at the reasons suggested to the TPB to take a view one way or the
other. You may support some of the reasons suggested or oppose them. Tell the TPB why
so as to help it reach a decision.
You can use PowerPoint to make your presentation more clearly understood. The hearing
room is very technology-friendly and each TPB member has a TV screen to view visual
presentations. There is also a visualizer which can take any photo or text and project it onto
a large screen which everyone in the room can see.
If there are several groups presenting a similar viewpoint, it may be best to co-ordinate your
presentations so that there is no unnecessary repetition.
If you are unsure as to whether you can make a good presentation, or can cover the issues
raised in the paper, then you could get a planning consultant or other professionals to assist
you.
If the TPB Paper recommends rejecting your viewpoint because of insufficient information you
can request that the hearing be adjourned or deferred so as to give you time to prepare the
necessary information. It may be better to have a deferment rather than a rejection of your
point of view. However, it will mean you will need to return for another hearing. The TPB has
guidelines as to when an adjournment can be given and how long it can be adjourned for.
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4.
4.1

Public Applications to Change a Plan: Section 12A
Why Make an Application?

The planning system now allows for members of the public to propose changes to a Draft
Plan or a DPA Plan or an Approved OZP by making a Section 12A application. This can
be done at any time. There are many reasons why the public may make an application.
Often these relate to changing circumstances and the need to up-date the plan to better
reflect public expectations. In some circumstances a developer, as a member of the
public, may make an application to change a piece of land from say "Agriculture" to say
"Residential (Group C)" to allow for the construction of housing on rural land. In other
cases, members of the public could apply to change an area of government land from
"Residential (Group A)" to "Government Institutional and Community Use" so as to retain
the land for public use rather than having it sold for development, such as with the former
Central Police Quarters Site in Hollywood Road, Sheung Wan. Another example is the
former Government Supplies Department site in Oil Street, North Point (See Example 3).

Example 3
Application to Amend a Plan: Oil Street, North Point
Background
The former Government Supplies Department Depot in North Point was vacated and
rezoned to Comprehensive Development Area (CDA) in the late 1990s. In 1997, the TPB
endorsed a Planning Brief to guide the development of the site and in 1999 the site was
placed on the land sales list by the Lands Department but not sold. The zoning and the
Planning Brief had not been reviewed even though there had been significant changes in
public attitudes towards harbourfront development sites such as this over the years.

The Application
A section 12A application was submitted by members of the general public under the name
of "Designing Hong Kong Harbour District". This was the first application made under the
new section of the TPO. They wanted to change some of the areas zoned as CDA to "Open
Space" and amend the notes to the CDA zone. These amendments would provide a public
waterfront park with an area of about 8,400m2, and a view corridor from the harbour to
the historical buildings located at the junction of Oil Street and Electric Road. A proposed
waterfront promenade would facilitate the provision of continuous public access along the
waterfront. Height limits would allow a stepped building height with the highest building
located furthest from the harbour.

(cont'd)
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The application illustrated how the development permitted by the existing controls on the
CDA zone would result in a tall and intensive development in an area where there was a
shortage of public open space. The form of development permitted was out of keeping with
Urban Design Guidelines, the TPB’s principles for developments along the harbour and the
Harbour Planning Principles of the Harbourfront Enhancement Committee.
When the application was advertised on 9 August 2005, 16 comments in support
were received. These were from Legislative Councillors, business groups and District
Councillors. 1,034 signatures in support from the public were received. The Eastern District
Council passed a resolution in support.

Hearing
The hearing was held on 28 October 2005 and the applicant and his supporters made a
presentation.
The application was objected by the Lands Department as it was on the land sales list
and the proposal would reduce the amount of development permitted. All other comments
were basically in support of the proposal but the Planning Department did not support the
proposal as it considered there was adequate control under the existing CDA zoning.

Decision
The TPB did not accept the application. However, it appreciated the applicant’s good
intentions and had broad support for the general principles and objectives of the proposal.
Members were not convinced that the proposals were the best solution and requested
the Planning Department to carry out a detailed study to define appropriate development
criteria. The study is still on-going in August 2006 and the site has not been sold.

4.2

Who can Make an Application?

Any person, company or organisation can make a Section 12A application. A person
can submit the application himself/herself or appoint an agent to represent him/her. If an
agent is used, then an authorisation letter signed by the applicant must be included with
the application. An agent is usually a professional person appointed to do the technical
work for the applicant, and to make the submission and deal with all the procedures
involved. This could be a planning consultant, an estate surveying company, an architect,
a solicitor or some other person who understands the system.

4.3

About Section 12A Application

A Section 12A application can be made in relation to any part of the plan or its supporting
documentation, such as the "Notes" which are part of the written information attached to
the plan (See 2.1). You can propose a change to the zoning or to the permitted uses or
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to the development restrictions. If the application is related to a particular site, then it is
helpful to submit an indicative development of what you would want on the site if the plan
was changed. This could be drawings of the sort of development you may propose, a
photo image or a model. It should also include a written description of what is proposed.
This will help the TPB and the public understand what you want to achieve. However,
the TPB does not approve specific developments under this section, only the uses or
general parameters.
The TPB has three months from when it receives the application to make its decision
on the proposal. If the proposed change is accepted, then the amendment will be
incorporated into a Draft Plan, which will then go through the normal plan making
process (See figure 6 in 2.3).

4.4

How to Make an Application?

You can download an application from the TPB website (http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/
application/s12A_e.htm).
Before submitting an application, you can get advice from the relevant District Planning
Office (DPO) of the Planning Department (http://www.pland.gov.hk/about_us/tel_dir/
index_e.html). The DPO is very helpful and can explain the OZP, the existing zoning and
what it means and also procedures to be undertaken when making an application. The
DPO cannot complete the application for you – you must do this yourself.
The application form should be:
•

Typed or written in block letters

•

Preferably written in both English and Chinese

If the space provided on the form is not sufficient, or there is additional information to be
included, this can be submitted as an additional document, which should be referred to
at the relevant places in the application form.
The TPO requires you to inform the land owner of the site which will be affected by the
application if you are not the "sole land owner". This is so that land owners know what
is put forward that affects their land. You can write and ask for their consent to make the
application, or you can just notify them that the application is being made. Their consent
is not necessary. The "current land owner" is the person whose name and address is
registered in the Land Registry six weeks before the application is made (if a company
owns the land, then the relevant address can be found at the Company Registry). If it is
on government land, there is no need to notify the Government.
On the TPB website, there are sample "Statement of Consent" and "Notification" forms
(See Appendix 1). As the application requires proof of notification, or reasonable attempt
to notify the current land owner, it is best to send the notice by registered mail or courier.
Attach the signed docket showing that the letter was received to a copy of the letter, and
include both with the application.
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It is necessary for you to make the effort to identify the land owner and send the land
owner a registered letter. It is not necessary to obtain a receipt of a reply from the person
notified. It is accepted that in some cases the owner cannot be contacted, but evidence
needs to be provided to show you tried to notify the land owner.
The application must include:
•

Five signed original copies of the application form;

•

Five copies of an accurate location plan (this identifies the exact area of
the site);

•

Five copies of any other plans or drawings the applicant wishes to attach;
•

If the application refers to a document included in a previous
application, then five copies of that document must be included.

•

If any plans or drawings are in colour or larger than A3 size, then
70 copies must be submitted instead of five. So many copies need
to be made because they are circulated to many government
departments for comment and at least 25 copies are needed for the
TPB members.

•

In some circumstances technical assessments of the impacts of the
proposed use or development may also be required (having a preapplication discussion with the relevant DPO can clarify this).

•

70 copies of additional information, like a planning study, or a report on
technical assessments, must be submitted;
•

•

Each report must have a 500-word executive summary in both
English and Chinese.

Relevant documents for every lot/premises related to the application, such as:

•

•

A copy of proof of ownership (if the applicant is a landowner).

•

A copy of any consents or notification given to the "current land
owner(s)".

The completed "Particulars of Applicant and Authorised Agent" and
"Checklist of Documents" attached to it. When you download the
application form off the Internet these are already attached at the end of
the document.

The application must be submitted to the "Secretary, Town Planning Board, 15/F, North
Point Government Offices, 333 Java Road, North Point, Hong Kong".
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You should make a copy of your application and all the supporting documents that
you submit for your own records. This is a complex and time-consuming process and
the assistance of the DPO or TPB staff should be sought to make sure it is completed
correctly if you are not using professional advice.

4.5

What Happens after You Submit Your Application?

The Secretary of the TPB will acknowledge receipt of your application and give you an
indication of the date the TPB will consider the application.
All of the information submitted with your application will be kept in a file in the TPB and
public enquiry counters of the Planning Department for public inspection. This will be
advertised in the newspapers and by a notice placed on the site. This notice explains
that an application has been received, what it is for and that it can be inspected at
various locations which are explained in the notice. All the information relating to the
application can be seen up until it is considered by the TPB. Within the first three weeks
of the application being made public, anyone can comment on the application. These
comments are included in the file kept at the Planning Department’s public enquiry
counters and can be inspected by the public.
If you find that circumstances have changed and either your application is no longer
necessary, or you need to change what you ask for, then you may withdraw your
application before it is considered by writing to the Secretary of the TPB. Alternatively,
you could request a deferment of consideration of your application by writing to the
Secretary of the TPB. You may want to do this so that you can provide additional
information or discuss it with some of the relevant government departments first. You
can do this at any point before the issue of the agenda and the relevant paper (this is
usually seven days before the meeting date).
You will be told seven days before the meeting of the date and time, as well as being
provided with a copy of the paper prepared by the Planning Department on the
application. You and/or your representative can go to the hearing when the application
is considered by the TPB, and can make a presentation to the TPB to explain your
proposal. You can also comment on the paper presented to the TPB by the Planning
Department.
The TPB will give you its decision in writing, after its next scheduled meeting (usually
two weeks later) but you may telephone the Secretary of the TPB to find out the decision
after the meeting, or to look at the Gist of Decisions on Planning Applications which is
available on the TPB’s website the same day as the meeting (See http://www.info.gov.hk/
tpb/bulletin/gist%20of%20decision(after%2010-6-2005)_e.htm).
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4.6

What Type of Decision can the Town Planning Board Make?

The TPB may:
•

Accept the application as a whole;

•

Accept part of the application; or

•

Reject the application.

The letter to the applicant will explain the reasons for the decision. There is no right of
review or appeal regarding the TPB’s decision on applications under Section 12A.
The TPB will incorporate any accepted part of the application into the plan by amending
the plan under Section 6.

4.7

Public Notification and Opportunities for Comment

Your application will be notified in newspapers and made available to the public until it is
considered by the TPB (explained in 4.5). Within the first three weeks of the application
being published, anyone can comment (to support, oppose or propose alternatives) on
your application in writing and these comments are also made available to the public.
The comments made on your application will be assessed by the Planning Department
and presented for consideration by the TPB at the hearing. Anyone who comments on
an application to change a plan cannot be present at the hearing, but can observe the
process from the public viewing room.
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5.

Applications for Planning Permission: Section 16

Many of the procedures relating to a Section 16 application are similar to a Section
12A application. However, they are also slightly different. While the following may be
repetitive, it is included so that if you are making a Section 16 application, all of the
relevant information is included to guide you through the process.

5.1

Why Make an Application?

The plan restricts the uses permitted on land or in buildings. It also restricts the amount
of development that can be permitted. However, some uses can only be permitted if
an application is made to the TPB and it may permit the use after considering various
factors. It may also allow for a minor relaxation of a development control, such as a
height limit.
Section 16 applications are required where the proposed use is listed under "Column 2"
of the Notes of the plan, or as is required under the "Remarks" section of the Notes. This
means that it is a use or development which can be permitted only at the discretion of
the TPB. If the use is listed under "Column 1", then it can be done without a Section 16
application. Uses under "Column 2" require an application so that the TPB can be sure
that it is appropriate in the location. The TPB can also impose conditions that make sure
the development is acceptable. These conditions could relate to the landscaping of the
site, the setting back of the building to provide a wider public foot path, or the need to
conserve and manage an ecologically sensitive environment.

5.2

Who can Make an Application?

Any person can make a Section 16 application. A person can submit the application
himself/herself or appoint an agent to represent him/her. If an agent is used, then an
authorisation letter signed by the applicant must be included with the application.

5.3

How to Make an Application?

You can download an application form from the TPB’s website (http://www.info.gov.hk/
tpb/application/s16_e.htm).
Before submitting an application, you can get advice from the relevant DPO of the
Planning Department (the contact details are listed at http://www.pland.gov.hk/about_us/
tel_dir/index_e.html).
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The application form should be:
•

Typed or written in block letters

•

Preferably written in both English and Chinese

If the space provided on the form is not sufficient, or there is additional information to be
included, this can be submitted as an additional document, which should be referred to
at the relevant places in the application form.
If your application involves land which you are not the sole "current land owner", then
you must show in your application that you either have the consent of the land owner, or
you have made reasonable attempts to notify the land owner. The "current land owner" is
the person whose name and address is registered in the Land Registry six weeks before
the application is made (if a company owns the land, then the relevant address can be
found at the Company Registry).
On the TPB’s website, there are sample "Statement of Consent" and "Notification" forms
which are included as Appendix 1. As the application requires proof of notification, or
reasonable attempt to notify the current land owner, it is best to send the notice by
registered mail or courier. Attach the signed docket showing that the letter was received
to a copy of the letter, and include both with the application.
The application must include:
•

Five signed original copies of the application form;

•

Five copies of an accurate location plan (this identifies the exact area of
the site);

•

Five copies of any other plans or drawing the applicant wishes to attach;
•

If the application refers to a document included in a previous
application then five copies of that document must be included.

•

If any plans or drawings are in colour or larger than A3 size, then 70
copies must be submitted instead of five.

•

In some circumstances technical assessments of the impacts of the
proposed use or development may also be required (having a preapplication discussion with the relevant DPO can clarify if this is the
case).

•

Any application which has additional information, like a planning study,
or a report on technical assessments, must include 70 copies of these
documents.
•
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Each report must have a 500-word executive summary in both
English and Chinese.

•

•

Relevant documents for every lot/premises related to the application, such as:
•

A copy of proof of ownership (if the applicant is the land owner).

•

A copy of any consents or notification given to the "current land
owner(s)".

The completed "Particulars of Applicant and Authorised Agent" and
"Checklist of Documents". When you download the application form off the
internet, these are already attached at the end of the document.

The application must be submitted to the "Secretary, Town Planning Board, 15/F, North
Point Government Offices, 333 Java Road, North Point, Hong Kong".

5.4

What Happens after You Submit Your Application?

The Secretary of the TPB will acknowledge receipt of your application and give you
an indication of the date the TPB will consider the application. Unlike the Section 12A
application, neither yourself nor your representative are allowed to be present at the
meeting where the TPB considers your application.
The application and supporting documents will then be made available to the public
until it is considered by the TPB. Within three weeks of the application being published,
anyone can comment on the application and these comments are also made available
to the public.
You may withdraw your application before it is considered by writing to the Secretary of
the TPB. You can also request a deferment of decision of the application by writing to the
Secretary of the TPB, at any point before the issue of the agenda and the relevant paper
(this is usually seven days before the meeting date).
The application is considered by the TPB, without the applicant present. The TPB must
consider the application within two months of receipt. You will be told seven days before
the meeting of the date. The application is considered by either the Metro Committee or
the Rural and New Town Planning Committee.
The TPB formally writes to you with its decision after its next scheduled meeting (usually
two weeks later). You can telephone the Secretary of the TPB for the decision immediately
after the meeting. It will also be on the Gist of Decisions on Planning Applications which
is available on the TPB’s website the same day as the meeting.
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5.5

Public Notification and Opportunities for Comment

The application and supporting documents will be made available to the public until it is
considered by the TPB. The application is advertised in the press and by notice on the
application site. Within the first three weeks of the application being made public, anyone
can comment on the application and these comments are also made available to the
public for inspection.
Anyone may comment in opposition or support of an application. This provides a means
for the public to have an input into uses which are proposed in their neighbourhood. The
TPB is required by law to take account of any comments it receives.

5.6

What Type of Decision can the Town Planning Board Make?

The TPB may:
•

Approve the application;

•

Approve the application with conditions (which must be complied with); or

•

Reject the application.

The applicant will be told in writing the decision and the reasons for that decision.

5.7

You may be Affected as a Land Owner

If you are an owner of land where an application is made by someone, you may be
asked for consent to make the application. If you do not give consent, the applicant can
still make the application, but you must be advised in writing by the applicant that the
application on your land is being made. You will then have an opportunity to comment
and for the comment to be considered by the TPB. Also, as an owner or concerned citizen
you can comment on applications made in your neighbourhood. These applications will
be advertised by the TPB in the Public Notices section of the English and Chinese
newspapers, on the TPB’s website (http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/popup_s16_e.htm) and
by the posting of notices in or on a prominent position near the site. Any comment must
be made within the specified time period or it will not be considered.
You are provided with a legal right to comment and this provides the TPB an opportunity
to give consideration to community concerns.
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5.8

Right of Review – Section 17

Any applicant who considers the TPB’s decision on an application to be unsatisfactory
may apply for a review of that decision under Section 17 of the Ordinance. The
decision may be unsatisfactory because one of the approval conditions is considered
unreasonable, or the application may have been rejected. An application for a review
must be made within 21 days of receiving the TPB’s written decision (from the date of
the written reply).
The review is carried out by the full TPB within three months of the request for a
review being received. The applicant and/or his representative are invited to attend the
hearing and to make written representations. Before the hearing, the applicant may also
make written representations to address the reasons given for rejection. Only further
elaboration on the original application is permitted. No material change to the original
proposal can be made at this stage. The written information will be made available for
public comment for three weeks. The hearing process is similar to that explained in 3.5.
The TPB’s decision will be available on the day of the hearing from the Secretariat and
on the website. The written decision will be received approximately two weeks later.
Should the applicant be dissatisfied with this decision, an appeal can be made to the
Town Planning Appeal Board.

Example 4
Application for Planning Permission:
Private Pumphouse in an Open Space Zone, Quarry Bay.
Background
When the sea wall was constructed for reclamation in Quarry Bay, it included openings
for the future installation of salt water pumps. Three of these pump pits had been used to
supply cooling water to the Tai Koo Place office development. Expansion of the cooling
system was required to service new developments and replace existing cooling systems
by ones which had greater capacity, were more environmentally friendly and more energy
efficient. Expansion of the existing facility would be within a waterfront "Open Space" zone
currently undeveloped and fenced off preventing public access. Approval from the TPB
was required as the use is listed in "Column 2".

The Application Process
The application was designed so that the pumphouse was largely underground but with
supporting electrical equipment to be located under the Island Eastern Corridor (IEC) so
as to not obstruct public views. The top of the pumphouse was to be landscaped and
public access to the waterfront provided. On initial consideration the Metro Committee
required justification as to the amount of space required for the pumphouse and what the
(cont'd)
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likely fire risk was for the electrical facilities to be located under the IEC and deferred a
decision. Supplementary information was provided to explain these points. Subsequently
the Committee rejected the application as it was opposed by Highways Department and
was considered to compromise the public use of the waterfront open space.

Review Hearing
The applicant sought a review of the decision and submitted alternative proposals
addressing the reasons for rejection. A hearing was held and the TPB refused to consider
one alternative as it was considered to be a material change from the original application.
The original proposal and another alternative were considered but were rejected. One
was considered to be unsatisfactory as it would include vent shafts and a switch room
protruding above the ground level and adversely affecting the visual quality of the
waterfront. The other was considered to have potential to adversely affect the IEC.

New Application
A new application was made to present a proposal which resolved the protrusion above
ground level. The whole of the "open space" site was to be landscaped and accessible
to the public on the roof of the pumphouse which was at the same level as the adjacent
road. The applicant would maintain the landscaped area which would be available to
the public 24 hours, providing a public open space facility above the private utility use.
This proposal was supported by the Eastern District Council. One member of the public
supported the proposal and one objected to it. The Metro Committee approved the
application subject to conditions relating to the provision and maintenance of the public
open space landscaped area.

Comment
The TPB was extremely concerned that the private pumphouse did not adversely
affect the public access to the waterfront. The public commentors and District Council
were also concerned about the public implications of the proposal. The scheme was
significantly changed to address these matters and because of the public concern the
TPB made sure that the scheme was the best it could be. The private project now
produces a public benefit.
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6.

Summary of the Section 12A and Section 16 processes

The following table indicates the processes and differences between the application
procedures. The provision of a Review hearing only applies to applications for
planning permission. This opportunity for review is not applicable to applications for the
amendment of a plan, but a right to be heard by the TPB is provided instead.

New Procedures for Processing Application for
Amendment of Plan and Planning Permission
Amendment of Plan (s.12A)

Planning Permission (s.16)

Applicant to obtain the consent of or
notify the "current land owner" of the
application site; or take reasonable
steps to do so

Applicant to obtain the consent of or
notify the "current land owner" of the
application site; or take reasonable
steps to do so

TPB to publish the application for
3 weeks for public inspection and
comments

TPB to hold a meeting to consider the
application; the applicant may attend
and be heard

If TPB accepts the proposed
amendment in whole or in part; the
amendment will be incorporated into a
draft plan for exhibition in accordance
with the provisions of the Town Planning
Ordinance

TPB to hold a meeting to consider the
application

Applicant may apply for a review under
s.17 if he is not satisfied with the TPB's
decision

TPB to publish the application for
3 weeks for public inspection and
comments

3 months

3 months

TPB to publish the application for
3 weeks for public inspection and
comments

2 months

TPB receives the application and the prescribed application fee

TPB to hold a meeting to consider the
review application; the applicant may
attend and be heard
Applicant may appeal the decision to
the Town Planning Appeal Board under
s.17B if still not satisfied with the decision

Figure 7: A diagram showing the differences between the Section 12A and the section 16 processes
(Source: Town Planning Board. “Town Planning Board Annual Report 2004”. http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/report04/en/p2system.htm )
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7.

Right of Appeal:
The Town Planning Appeal Board and Section 17B

Following a rejection of a Section 17 Review, there is one further opportunity for an
appeal of that decision provided by the Town Planning Appeal Board (Appeal Board).
The applicant can ask the Appeal Board to reconsider the TPB’s decision if he considers
that the decision is wrong or unreasonable.
The Appeal Board is an independent body and hears all the appeals against the TPB's
decisions in relation to planning applications after the review hearing. An applicant must
lodge their grounds for appeal with the Appeal Board within 60 days of notification of
the TPB’s decision. The appeal can only be lodged by the applicant and there is no
status given to any third party, such as members of the public who commented on the
application. Members of the public may attend the appeal hearings but cannot take
part.
A ‘Notice of Appeal’ must be lodged on the appropriate form, which can be found on the
Appeal Board’s web site (http://www.hplb.gov.hk/tpab/eng/notice/index.html).
The Appeal Board conducts its business more in the manner of a court, consisting of
usually five members with the Chairman being a person with a legal background. All
members are part-time. The appeal process is more complex and it is probably best to
seek professional advice from a solicitor or planning consultant.
In the appeal hearing, evidence is submitted in writing and witnesses are called to give
evidence under oath. The appellant and the TPB, against whom the appeal is made, are
usually represented by barristers. As well as submissions of planning matters, there are
also usually submissions on the law relating to planning applications.
There is no time limit for the Appeal Board to hear a case, or as to when the decision on
a case will be given.
The decision of the Appeal Board is usually detailed and given in writing. It has the power
to approve an application subject to conditions or to reject it. There is no further right of
appeal on planning matters. However, the decision could be taken by the appellant or
the TPB to the High Court for a Judicial Review on whether the decision was made on
the right legal basis.
The cost of making an Appeal is likely to be several hundred thousand dollars, depending
on the number of professional witnesses involved, the legal assistance taken and the
length of time of the hearing. A Judicial Review would likely be even more expensive.
The Appeal Board has its own website at: http://www.hplb.gov.hk/tpab/eng/general/
index.html
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8.

Sources of Information

The town planning system is intended to be accessible to the public without the need
for expensive professional assistance although you do need to pay attention to getting
the process right. Much information can be obtained directly from the TPB or from the
Planning Department offices which have special sections to assist the public. There is
useful information from the TPB, the Planning Department, the Hong Kong Institute of
Planners and the Statutory Planning Portal’s online information.
There are also professional firms of planning consultants who are experts in guiding
people through the various parts of the planning process and their assistance is
advisable if the cases are complex. To hire professional help will involve a cost but it may
be well worth it since professionals can help you to navigate the process and prepare
documents. Civic groups can band together to reduce costs.
There are various sources which can provide information that can keep you updated with
the changing planning situation and these are briefly explained below.

8.1

Summary of the Town Planning Board Website:
http://www.info.gov.hk/tpb/

The TPB’s website is the main source of information regarding the progress of planning
applications, changes to plans or new plans, gazetting dates, and deadlines for
comments or submissions. The website also provides the following information:
•

Agenda of the TPB and Committee Meetings

•

List of Members of the TPB

•

Guidelines and Technical Information

•

Annual Report

•

Press Releases

•

Information Pamphlets

•

TPB Decisions and Meeting Minutes

However, the website is not easy to navigate. The following explanation may help you to
find the most helpful information:
When you open this page and select "English", two pop-up windows are displayed. One
tells you about what applications are available for public inspection. The other pop-up
window tells you when the next TPB meeting is and how many open agenda items
there are.
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On the sidebar of the main page, if you click on "Bulletin Board", then scroll down that
page you will find the link to the "Gist of Decisions".
On the sidebar of the main page, if you click on "Plan Making", you can find out:
•

What draft plans are currently inviting representations, comments and
further representations;

•

Information on the submission progress of currently
representations, comments and further representations;

•

Guildelines on how to make representations, comments and further
representations;

•

Section 6 application forms;

•

Guidance notes on hearing of representations and further representations.

submitted

On the sidebar if you click on "Planning Application" you can find out:
•

The status of current and past applications;

•

How to make a planning application:
•

•

If you click on Section 12A or Section 16 under this heading you
will find:
•

Guidance notes

•

Relevant guidelines

•

The relevant Application Form, and a completed sample
to help you fill in your form.

How to make a comment, the relevant guidelines, and the submission form
for making a comment on a planning application.

On the sidebar under "Guidelines and Technical Documents", you will find a link to all of
the guidelines available, as well as some technical documents.
On the sidebar under "Information Pamphlets", you can find some helpful pamphlets,
especially "How to Participate in Statutory Plan-Making Process".
On the sidebar under "Open Meeting", you can find out all the information about open
meetings and how to reserve a seat.
The web page also has details of how to contact the TPB.
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8.2

Summary of the Planning Department Website:
http://www.pland.gov.hk/

This website provides access to the work of the Planning Department. It includes
information of plans prepared by the Department and technical information such as the
Hong Kong Planning Standards and Guidelines, which sets criteria for provision of all
forms of public and private facilities. It also includes:
•

Updates on studies in progress or completed;

•

Forums for public consultation;

•

Technical documents and practice notes;

•

Publications.

To assist using the website, the following may help:
On the homepage, after selecting "English", you can find links to the Hong Kong Planning
Standards and Guidelines and the Schedules of Plans.
On the Side Bar under "About Us", you can find the "Telephone Directory" which lists
contact details for all of the relevant people in Planning Department. This will be very
useful. If you need help on your application, representation or comment, you can call
your local Planning Office to discuss this with them.
On the side bar, click "Access to Information", then click on "Public Enquiry Counters"
and you will find the details of where they are, their opening hours and what they can
help you with. They are a fantastic resource and if you are having trouble, you should
certainly make use of this facility.
Planning Enquiry Counters are currently located at :
•

17/F, North Point Government Offices, 333 Java Road, Hong Kong.

•

14/F, Sha Tin Government Offices, No. 1, Sheung Wo Che Road, Sha Tin,
New Territories.

On the side bar under "Information Services" is Frequently Asked Questions, which may
be useful.
On the side bar under "Technical documents", you can find a link to the Town Planning
Ordinance, the Planning Standards and Guidelines, and the Practice Notes.
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8.3

Statutory Planning Portal:
http://www.ozp.tpb.gov.hk/

The Statutory Planning Portal allows you to look at the relevant plans online without
having to buy them or go to the Planning Enquiries Counters. This can be done in a
number of ways. If you look at the left hand part of the page, you can use the different
sections "Place name/ Address", "District" or "Lot" and the relevant pull down menus
to find your area, or press the "launch map viewer" button, and manually look for the
area by clicking on the map which appears until you get to the right area. You can use
the "display manager" to show different information on the map and the notes and the
explanatory statement.
On this site you can also find out about previous planning applications.

8.4

Public Notices and Advertisements in the Newspapers

Public notices in English are placed in The China Daily newspaper usually on Tuesday
and Friday (See Appendix 2). This newspaper is not widely available. Public notices
in Chinese are placed in the Hong Kong Economic Times and in the Hong Kong
Commercial Daily.

8.5

Professional Assistance – Planning Consultants

The Hong Kong Institute of Planners website (http://www.hkip.org.hk/public/index) has
a list of qualified planning consultancies in Hong Kong who can provide professional
advice to you. Their contact details, a contact person, and their addresses are on the
website.
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